We consider the problem of translating, in an unsupervised manner, between two domains where one contains some additional information compared to the other. The proposed method disentangles the common and separate parts of these domains and, through the generation of a mask, focuses the attention of the underlying network to the desired augmentation alone, without wastefully reconstructing the entire target. This enables state-of-the-art quality and variety of content translation, as shown through extensive quantitative and qualitative evaluation. Furthermore, the novel mask-based formulation and regularization is accurate enough to achieve state-of-the-art performance in the realm of weakly supervised segmentation, where only class labels are given. To our knowledge, this is the first report that bridges the problems of domain disentanglement and weakly supervised segmentation. Our code is publicly available at https://github.com/rmokady/mbu-content-tansfer.
Introduction
The task of content transfer, as depicted in Fig. 1 , involves identifying the component of interest (for example, glasses) in a given input (for example, an image of a face), adapting it, and adding it to a second given input (for example, another image of a face, without glasses), hopefully in the semantically correct manner. Such an operation can be used to prototype or demonstrate changes in appearance [10] , augment music [12] , compose text [28] , generate data for training purposes [27] , etc. Hence, this problem has been addressed many times in the past, using different approaches and for different applications. The most recent advancements in this context have been achieved with CNNs [17, 34, 25, 13] . While demonstrating impressive performance, these approaches are typically heavily supervised, requiring intensive effort in generating or annotating the data for training. Such a requirement prohibits broadly adapting these techniques to different applications. Therefore, the need for less supervised techniques has naturally arisen. In this setting, the content to be added by the system is not explicitly marked in the target domain, nor does it have an equivalent counterpart in the source domain for training (e.g. an image with and without glasses of the same person). A form of weak supervision can be provided by a simple annotation of whether the relevant content exists or not in every example.
The most recent advancement in the realm of images under the latter training paradigm has been presented by Press et al. [29] . In this work, the input is two domains of images, such that the images Figure 1 : Content transfer example. Given an image of a face with glasses (left), and another image of a face without ones (top), the proposed method successfully identifies and translates the specified glasses from the former domain to the latter.
in one domain, B, contain a specific class (e.g. faces with facial hair), while in the other domain, A, the images do not (e.g., faces without facial hair). Training on this input, the method learns to transfer only the specific class information from an unseen image in domain B to an unseen one in the domain A, while preserving all other details. The proposed architecture yields a simple network which is able to perform the required disentanglement through an emergence effect. However, this method, like other typical ones addressing similar tasks, generates the details for the entire image, either by using auto-encoder or GAN-based architectures, which results in a degradation of details and quality.
In this paper, we build upon the emerging disentanglement idea, but also adopt the growing understanding that one should minimize redundant use of computational resources and model parameters [6, 26, 7] , to the aforementioned task. In other words, using a mask, we focus the attention of the baseline network to the desired augmentation alone, without asking it to wastefully reconstruct the entire target. As can be seen in Fig. 2 , the method consists of two main steps. The first is the disentanglement step, which encodes the domain specific and the domain invariant contents separately, and is inspired by the work of Press et al. [29] . The second step, is the key insight of our proposal. It locates the part of the target that should be changed, and generates relevant augmentation content to go with it. This allows keeping the unrelated details intact, facilitating a great improvement in generation quality; The augmentation focuses on the relevant part, leaving all other details to be taken from the target image directly, without going through the bottleneck of an auto-encoder like module. By applying this simple yet effective principle and a novel regularization scheme, our method preserves target details which are irrelevant to the augmentation, and is able to improve upon the state-of-the-art in terms of quality and variety of the content transferred. Furthermore, we demonstrate how the method performs well, even in the presence of domain shift, and that the aforementioned mask, generated by the system to mark the regions of augmentation, is actually accurate enough to achieve state-of-the-art performance in weakly supervised segmentation of images.
Previous Work
Unsupervised Image to Image Translation In unsupervised image to image translation, the learner is given two unpaired domains of visual samples, A and B, and is asked, given image a ∈ A to generate an analogue image in domain B. This problem is inherently ill-posed, as multiple analogous solutions may exist. In a number of different approaches [39, 18, 33] a circularity constraint is used to reduce this ambiguity. COGAN [24] and UNIT [23] enforce a shared latent representation between the two domains. Unlike our method, these methods produce a single solution per input image a.
Moving from one to one mappings, multiple approaches provide many to many mappings. Supervised approaches, where paired samples are provided, include BicycleGAN [40] , which injects random noise in a generator and enforces an encoder to recover it from the target translation. MAD-GAN [11] trains multiple generators to produce aligned mappings, which are far from each other. These method require paired samples from both domains. This is a costly supervision, which we do not require.
Guided Multimodel Approaches Unsupervised approaches include MUNIT [16] which trains two encoders, one of which captures the content of an image, and another captures its style, hence allowing a disentanglement of the image information to content and style. During inference, multiple solutions are produced using the style of a guide image in the target domain. In DRIT [21] (and DRIT++ [22] ) a cycle constraint is employed, in a setting where the generator of each domain consists of two disentangled encoders, one of which encodes the content and the second the style of the image. In DRIT, DRIT++ and MUNIT, different architectures of encoders are used to capture either style or content. In our method we employ two encoders as well, but unlike these methods, the architecture of these encoders is symmetric, allowing both of encoders to capture domain specific and domain invariant content.
The most relevant work to ours is that of Press et al. [29] , which also uses the setting in which the samples in domain B contain all the information in domain A and some additional information. Two encoders are used -the first captures the information that is common between the two domains and the second encodes the unique information of domain B. The decoder maps the concatenation of the two encodings into an image in domain B, or, in the case that the second encoding is set to zero, to an image in A. Content is transferred between images by mixing the encoding of the first type of one image with the encoding of the second type of a different image.
In many cases, however, only a local area in the image needs to change during translation. Consider the case where A is images of faces and B is faces with facial hair. For a ∈ A, only the location in which the facial hair is placed in a needs to change. In the method of [29] the entire image, including other facial features is generated from scratch, and, as a result, many low level details are lost and the quality of generation is heavily reduced. This does not occur in our method, where outside the generated mask, which denotes the location of the facial hair, the content of the generated image is taken from the input image a. This is achieved by employing two decoders, one for domain A and one, with two outputs (raw image and mask) in domain B, and by employing a new set of loss terms.
Mask Based Approaches
The use of masks in the context of image translation was used in the one-to-one setting in [7, 26] . In addition to mapping to the target domain, a mask is learned, to cover only the relevant area in the translation. For example, in the case of mapping from horses to zebras, the mask learns to cover the area of the zebra, which allows the background to be taken from the source image, thus allowing for much better quality of generation. In our method, we extend this masking (or attention) approach to the one to many (guided) case. Note that while [7, 26] learn a mask and then employ it directly to the image, this does not allows for the adaptation of the image information in the masked area. As we show, the ability to adapt it to the other regions of the image is crucial for obtaining good results.
Weakly supervised segmentation Weakly supervised segmentation methods can be stratified based on the type of supervision used. In the first set of methods, such as [30, 15, 36] , a bounding box is used. Other approaches [8, 4] use the entire supervision of the fully supervised approach, but are required to find a segmentation in a single shot. Our approach belongs to a set of methods, such as [35, 37, 31, 1] , that use only the class label information to find a segmentation. Zhou et al. [37] uses the visual cues arising from peaks in class response maps (local maxima) to generate highly informative regions. Wei et al. [31] uses varying dilation rates to transfer surrounding discriminative information to non-discriminative object locations. Ahn and Kwak [1] propagates local discriminative parts to nearby regions that belong to the same semantic entity. Unlike these methods, our main focus is on generating the added part in a way that it is adapted to the placement context.
Method
We transfer content that exists in a sample b in domain B onto a sample a from a similar domain A, in which this domain specific content is not found. In addition, we also consider the task of weakly supervised segmentation. That is, given unpaired samples from domains A and B, we wish to label (or generate a segmentation mask for) the domain specific part in an image b ∈ B.
Our method consists of five different networks: the common encoder, E c , aims to capture the common (or domain invariant) information between domains A and B. The separate encoder, E s , aims to capture the separate (or domain specific) information in domain B. The domain confusion network, C, is used to make the encodings generated by E c for images from both domains indistinguishable. The decoder, D A , generates samples in domain A, given a representation that is obtained by the common encoder E c . If that sample comes from domain B, the domain-specific content is removed.
The generation of the image that combines the content of a and the domain specific content of b is done by the decoder D B , which returns two image-sized outputs: z raw and m. 
where m(a, b) is a soft mask with values between 0 and 1 and z raw is an image. It is important to note that the mask and the generated image both depend on the content in b as well as on the image a, which determines the placement and other appearance modifications.
The final output z is a combination of these outputs and image a,
where ⊗ stands for an element wise multiplication. Fig. 2 illustrates the inference step as well as the five networks.
Domain Confusion Loss. We seek to ensure that the common encoding, generated by E c , contains only information that is common to both domains. This is done by combining reconstruction losses with a domain confusion loss. The latter employs a discriminator network, C, that encourages the encodings of the two domains to statistically match [9] .
where S A and S B are the training sets sampled from the two domains and l(p, q) = −(q log(p) + (1 − q) log(1 − p)) is the binary cross entropy loss for p ∈ [0, 1] and q ∈ {0, 1}.
While E c attempts to make the two distributions indistinguishable, C is trained in an adversarial manner to minimize the following objective:
Reconstruction Loss The domain confusion loss ensures that the common encoder, E c , does not encode any separate information from domain B. For samples a ∈ A, we also need to verify that the information in E c (a) is sufficient to reconstruct it. We use
where 2 is the MSE loss directly applied to the RGB image values.
Similarly, we wish to verify that the information encoded by E s is sufficient for reconstructing the separate details. Given an image b ∈ B, we do this by removing the separate information from it, using D A (E c (b)), and adding it back:
where z is similar to z, except that it has an additional parameter and unlike z, in z E c is not applied to the first argument but to the last argument (affecting m and z raw ).
Finally, we reinforce the roles of the two domains by encouraging the mask to be minimal. In our experiments, we saw that explicitly penalizing the mask size, or using other traditional regularization terms, yielded inferior results. Instead, we achieve this goal in a softer way, by running samples from each domain through both inputs of our transfer pipeline and favouring successful reconstruction:
Cycle Consistency Losses Cycle consistency in the latent spaces is used as an additional constraint to encourage disentanglement. Specifically, we have:
The overall loss term we minimize is:
where λ 1 , . . . , λ 5 are positive constants. We train a discriminator C separately to minimize L C .
Inference The networks' architecture is provided in Appendix B. Once trained, the networks can be used for unsupervised content transfer and for weakly supervised segmentation. In the first case, we generate examples z(a, b) for a ∈ A, b ∈ B. In the second, we consider the mask generated by feeding an image b from domain B to both inputs m(b, b), then apply a threshold to get a binary mask.
Experiments
We evaluate the method for both guided content transfer, and weakly supervised segmentation.
Guided Content Transfer
celebA We employ three attributes that are expressed locally in the images of the celebA dataset [32] : smile, facial hair, and glasses. In each case, we consider B to be the domain of images with the attribute, and A to be the domain without it.
We first consider the ability to add the separate part of an image b ∈ B to the common part of a ∈ A. This is shown for the domain of glasses, in Fig. 3 , compared to the baseline method of Press et al. [29] .
As can be seen, only the local structure of the glasses is changed, where as in the baseline many low level details are lost (for example, the background writing) and unnecessary changes are made (for example, an open mouth is replaced with a closed one, or facial hair is added, changing the identity of the source image). Furthermore, Fig. 1 demonstrates the ability of our method to accommodate for different orientations of the source image a, and to properly adapt the glasses from b to the correct orientation. Please refer to the Appendix A for more examples.
To assess the quality of the domain translation, we conduct a handful of quantitative evaluations. In Tab. 1, we consider the Frechet Inception Distance (FID) [14] and Kernel Inception Distance (KID) [2] scores of images with the common part of a and separate part of b over a test set of images from domains A and B. The FID score is a commonly used metric to evaluate the quality and diversity of produced images; KID is a recently proposed alternative for FID. We note that these values should only be used comparatively, as the size of the test set used affects the score magnitude. As can be seen, our method scores significantly better.
We also consider the ability of our method to transfer the separate part of b to the target image. To do so, we pretrain a classifier to distinguish between domains A and B (on the respective training sets) and consider the score of the translated images. These results are reported in Tab. 2, and show a clear advantage to our method. As expected, the MUNIT and DRIT methods [16, 21] are not competitive Table 1 : FID and KID scores (lower is better) for generated images using the common part of a ∈ A and the separate part of b ∈ B. As real images, we consider the images in A.
For KID we used γ = 0.01, kernel k(x, y) = (γx T y + 1) 3 . Table 2 : The accuracy of generated images according to a pretrained classifier distinguishing between A and B.
Facial hair Glasses

Smile Glasses Beard
Fader [20] 93.9 % 93.6% 81.8% Press et al [29] 98.9% 94.8% 88.1% MUNIT [16] 8.5% 8.3% 7.2% DRIT [21] 9.2% 7.4% 6.5% Ours 99.2% 96.2% 88.0% in this metric, since they transfer style and not content. Additionally, in contrast to our method, Fader networks [20] transfer to B without the use of a specific guide image b from this domain.
Our ability to preserve the identity of the source images is evaluated by computing the cosine similarity of the pretrained VGG-face network [5] . High values indicate preserved identity. Tab. 3 indicates that our results exhibit a much better similarity to source images than baseline methods.
We also consider the ability of the learned model to perform domain shift, i.e. to perform a translation from a domain which was not seen during training (also called in the literature transfer). For example, we train on female faces without glasses as domain A, and female faces with glasses for domain B.
At test time, A is replaced with a domain A of male faces, and we are asked to transfer the glasses onto the male's face, generating a domain B from which we see no train or test samples. Fig. 4 shows sample results where the mapping of facial hair is applied to female faces. The shift for glasses is shown in Fig. 8 . Quantitative evaluation is provided in Tab. 3, showing a negligible difference in quality for our method, and a significant one for the baseline method. To further strengthen the evaluation, we conduct a user study. We randomly sample 20 images from a ∈ A and b ∈ B and consider the translated image of our method vs. that of Press et al. [29] . We conduct three experiments where the user is asked to select: (1) the translated image that matches the distribution of B more closely, (2) Given the guide image b, in which translated image, the separated part of b is better transferred, and (3) Given the source image a, which translated image better preserves the facial features of a. Average scores are reported in Tab. 4. For the tasks of facial hair and glasses we score consistently higher than the baseline method. For smile, our ability to produce realistic smiling faces is slightly higher, the ability to transfer the smile from the source image is slightly worse, while our ability to preserve the identify of the source image is significantly higher. This probably stems from the smile taking place not only in the specific mouth region.
To evaluate the interpretability of the latent space, we interpolate between the latent code of the separate part of an image b 1 ∈ B and a second image b 2 ∈ B with the common latent code of an image a ∈ A. This is shown in Fig. 5 . Note how the mask changes throughout the interpolation.
Handbags We also consider the domain of handbags [38] , where we split this domain into images with a handle (B) and those without (A). The transfer results are illustrated in Fig. 6 and Fig. 14 . The generated mask and raw outputs are clearly adapted to the bag on which the handle content is placed. The user study in Tab. 4 evaluates these results, visual comparison is illustrated in Fig. 15 .
Weakly Supervised Segmentation
We consider the task of segmenting women's and men's hair. For men, A consists of bald men, while B contains men with dark hair. For women, A consists of women with blond hair, while B contains women with black hair. We evaluate our method using the labels given in Borza et al. [3] . [29] 0.67± 0.13 0.58 ± 0.11 Ahn et al. [1] 0.54± 0.10 0.52 ± 0.10
We generate the segmentation using the method described in Sec. 3. We compare our method to Press et al. [29] , where we take the translated image and subtract, in pixel space, the source image from it. We also compare to the results obtained by the recent weakly supervised segmentation method of Ahn and Kwak [1] , which performs segmentation using the same level of supervision we employ, using published code.
As can be seen in Fig. 7 and Fig. 12 , our results provide a smooth labeling of the hair, while Press et al. [29] yield a broken one with unnecessary details. The result of Ahn and Kwak [1] also lacks in comparison. Similar results are shown for man's hair in Fig. 11 . Our results are also superior quantitatively, as shown in Tab. 5 for the Intersection over Union (IoU) measure. We also perform semantic segmentation for both glasses and facial hair, refer to the Fig. 10 for visual results.
Ablation Analysis
An ablation analysis is performed and reported quantitatively in Tab. 6, and visually in the Fig. 27 , for the task of facial hair content transfer. Without L B Recon1 and L A Recon1 , the masks produced are empty and hence facial hair is not transferred to the target image, indicated by the high cosine similarity values but low classifier scores (i.e., the classifier labels the output as belonging to domain A). Similarly, without L DC , masks produces are empty as no disentanglement is possible. Without L Cycle the masks produced include larger portions of the face, which also maintains similarity but hurts the classification score. L the mask is less smooth, and without L A Recon2 the mask still captures additional objects (e.g eyes). In fact, L A Recon2 is a way to enforce the mask to capture the relevant content in a self-regularizing way. Trying to regularize it with the norm of the mask had to be carefully adjusted to each experiment.
Conclusions
When transferring content between two images, we need to know what to transfer, where to transfer it to, and how to transfer it. Previous work in guided transfer either transferred global style properties or neglected the "where" aspect, which ultimately lead to an ineffective generation that lacks attention.
In our work, the "what" aspect is captured by E s , and D B captures both the "where" and the "how". Our results demonstrate that the context (image a) in which the content is placed determines not just the location of the inserted content but also the form in which it is presented, where both aspects can vary dramatically, even for a fixed content-guide image b.
The comprehensive modeling of the guided content transfer problem leads to results that are far superior to the current state of the art. In addition, the modelling of "where" allows us to obtain accurate segmentation masks in a weakly supervised way.
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A Additional Results
Additional results to the ones presented in the main text are provided here. Fig. 26 shows the masks generated for this content transfer. Fig. 24 gives an example of the raw output given by our method for this task. Fig. 22 gives additional results for the task of glasses transfer, while Fig. 23 shows the masks generated for this content transfer. Fig. 17 provides additional comparison to the baseline method. Fig. 18 and Fig. 19 provide additional content transfer results and the generated masks for the task of smile transfer. It is well known that smile includes not only the mouth but also other facial features such as eyebrows and cheeks [19] , thus when our method transfer the smile, it transfer all the relevant facial features for the smile as can be seen in the generated masks in Fig. 19 . Fig. 20 provide interpolation results and Fig. 16 gives a comparison of our method for this task. 
B Architecture and Hyperparameters
We consider samples in A and B to be images in R 3×128×128 . The encoders E c and E s each consist of 6 convolutional blocks. Similarly, D A and D B consist of 6 de-convolutional blocks. We split the output to a mask (first channel) and raw output (other three channels). We apply a sigmoid activation to the mask to get values between 0 and 1 and a tanh activation for the raw output and a Tanh activation for the raw output. sep is the dimension of the separate encoders, set to be 100 for all datasets.
The discriminator C consists of a fully connected layer of 512 filters, a Leaky ReLU activation with slope 0.2, a second fully connected layer of one filter and a final sigmoid activation.
We use the Adam optimizer with β 1 = 0.5, β 2 = 0.999, and learning rate of 0.0002. We use a batch size of size 32 in training. 
